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Why do we see what we see?
War and bloodshed.
Over our chronic beliefs, 
And the world religions.
How is anyone sure they're right?
And does it really matter?
It's our intuition so don't ask why, 
Just live your little life.

Release the peace and let war cease, 
Stop the hatred.
Make love, have sex and go make tea, 
Stop the bloodshed.
Fucking fanatics at your beliefs, 
In any religion.
In contract with modern way of life, 
What a combination.

We're living in a sad, sad, 
Sad situation.
It's just another fucking problem, 
Without a solution.
Around and round with guns we go, 
Till our self destruction.
Every side feels justified, 
That they're fighting for freedom.

Release the peace and let war cease, 
Stop the hatred.
Make love, sex and go make tea, 
Stop the bloodshed.
Peace is just a utopian dream, 
Never gonna happen.
Shouldn't stop us from trying, 
Yeah we'll keep on trying.

Celebrities always claim peace, 
But they don't say a thing.
They hide behind their primped image, 
Worried for their sales.
Well I'm not selling anyway, 
What happened to the youth today?
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Where the generation that say, 
"Long live peace and fuck hate"?

It's just that humanity always seems, 
To have fucked up priorities.
When mother nature has been guillotines, 
What bullshit do you eat?
Balance comes with sacrifice, 
Of luxury not life.
We're still in this position and we ask why?
It's cos' we're too damn selfish! 

Release the peace and let war cease, 
Stop the hatred.
Make love, sex and go make tea, 
Stop the bloodshed.
Peace is just a utopian dream, 
Never gonna happen.
Shouldn't stop us from trying, 
Yeah we'll keep on trying.

Yeah we'll keep on trying. [x2]
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